
 
 

Get 3 best benefits to install KVM over IP automation 
 
   
  
Opportunely with the exclusive remote tracking automation of the IP-based KVM extenders 
these times the system administrator can acquire direct remote accessibility and control over 
the PCs around global workstations. Offering enhanced scalability and safety for the network 
arrangements, these highly functional KVM devices operate with the CAT5 cable, whereupon 
the admin can save considerable desk space. With such a one-of-a-kind KVMoIP connection, 
remote users can instantly access multiple remote systems simultaneously from any time and 
anywhere.  
 

 
 
This state-of-the-art software is available with Video-Wall, Desktop Virtual Console, and Matrix 
connection helping to support the authentic BIOS-level access for linking to the PCs, VMs, and 
servers. The KVM (keyboard, video, and mouse) extender offers signals from a single server 
over the LAN, WAN, and TCP/IP connections. Hence, it is justified to go for the best-in-
class KVM over IP device that assists the user in logging into the relevant KVM extender over an 
IP-based network.  
  
Let’s check out the distinct advantages to introducing KVM extenders: 
  
1. Increased Scalability over Several Sub-Networks with Easier Integration  
  
The next-gen KVM extender switches function through the IP platform that assists the admin 
and users in increasing the extensibility of the network with the required number of 
transmitters and receivers. With this enhanced scalability for n number of endpoints via the 
existing network, the KVM switches simply eliminate the need for any extra costly devices. Such 
point-to-point KVM extenders with several endpoints can be aligned in a switched matrix 



model, assisting in redirecting the network path. Now, the regular setup expenses of these KVM 
extenders are much more feasible than going for any costly copyrighted hardware. The USP of 
this KVM automation helps to gain centralized remote monitoring functions round-the-clock 
globally.  
  
2. Save on Overheads and Desk Space with Ergonomic Installation  
  
Again, there is no need to substitute the KVM gadgets or any requirement for any additional 
workforce to install the added configuration, as the overall framework is acquired via the 
prevailing network matrix. These KVM automation switches also do not need any cabling 
system to operate. Thus, the network configuration can be scheduled using the controller 
application, signifying that the entire network is easy to add and scale up through the matrix.  
 
The KVM extender devices permit the remotely located end-users to simpler sharing of files 
through various mass storage gadgets of USB flash drivers, SDDs, and HDDs with PCs, servers, 
and VMs positioned across the globe. Additionally, such extender switches also effectively 
mitigate the heat and noise from the computer systems in the workstations, while allowing 
remote maintenance. The KVMs are also backed up by in-built DHCP server automation 
software that is pretty easy to set up. Moreover, this expedited remote connectivity eliminates 
the latency in the network, while removing the stress of onsite travels for the users and admin.  
  
3. Provides Remote and Concurrent Network Access to VMs, PCs, and Servers 
  
In addition, with such exclusive KVM extenders, the admin can promptly monitor all servers, 
PCs, and VMs over the LAN or WAN network connection, and the prevailing IP framework. Thus, 
this unique automated device digitalizes the inbound video signals and subsequently processes 
them into electronic data transmitted to all remote clients through the LAN, WAN, or public 
internet service.  

 
 
 

 
Such one-of-a-kind KVM switches provide prompt remote linkup through the IP Gigabit 
Ethernet automation that helps the admin to constantly adjust to the virtual computing mode. 
The users do not need to download any external software, as they can gain an instant 
connection with the extender switch. Again, the admin needs the hypervisors and virtual 



machine monitors (VMMs) that operate at low data transfer rates and assist in streamlining the 
network matrix through the WAN or LAN. The host PCs assists several guest VMs by optimizing 
the operations, eliminating all misused data, and switching the storage space.   
  
In A Nutshell  
  
Beacon the most trustworthy and prominent UTP-based IT hardware specialist affirms its value 
with next-gen automation of KVM over IP   devices, backed up by more than 42 years of 
peerless experience. Such extender switches offer easier accessibility via Unicast and Multicast 
networks for instantaneous remote linkup by providing an adequate data transfer rate for 
obtaining live videos. The end-users can easily set up the needed software applications across 
multiple locations globally through the BIOS-level control using such KVM extenders. With such 
highly effective remote connectivity, the system admin can position them anywhere worldwide, 
and effortlessly troubleshoot the PCs, servers, and VMs across global workstations. With such 
new-age automation, the admin can significantly cut down the needless time, cost, and hassles 
of transiting onsite business locations.  
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